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Abstract  Companies are more and more turning to proactive customer integration and look for efficient ways of customer knowledge management. In case of online interaction, companies generate Big Data which holds the potential for the companies in terms of customer knowledge input. The potential of such data can be unfolded using advanced (predictive) analytics technologies. In order to ensure efficient customer integration in such settings, companies should be able to develop absorptive capacity. We assume that the nature of absorptive capacity in data-driven environments could be challenged, considering the intersection of business and technology perspectives. This study sets a foundation of understanding the peculiarities of absorptive capacity in data-driven environments by applying a qualitative case study approach. The study considers perspectives of both, service companies and analytics providers to avoid one-sided biases. The main result is an integration of empirical findings, their analysis against existing theoretical background and crystallization of a concept of ‘two-sided absorptive capacity’ which aims to explicate the role of analytics skills while building absorptive capacity in data-driven environments.
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1. Introduction

The debate over the role of customer integration for better understanding and responding to their needs penetrated major organizational processes and functions [1, 2]. Companies strive to capture and benefit from customer knowledge [3–6]. However, customer knowledge is not easy to explicate in order to integrate it into firm’s routines and practices. Specific challenges appear in case of limited physical proximity to customers, for example e-businesses. In this settings, customer knowledge is usually explicated through customer behavior which is granulated into data, the companies generate online. This type of data is referred in both business and data science as Big Data [7]. However, data- per se - does not offer any specific value for the company, unless effective knowledge discoveries techniques are applied [8].

In order to maximize the value of customer involvement, companies need to be able build absorptive capacity (ACAP) - an ability of companies to recognize the role of external ideas and to utilize them within a firm [9]. Zahra and George [10] extended the debate and reconceptualized the ACAP construct in the light of dynamic capabilities. Lichtenthaler and Lichtenthaler [11] claimed that knowledge utilization outside and inside firm boundaries are crucial and coined a new term - knowledge management capacity - as building upon a dynamic capability perspective. Absorptive capacity is predominantly analyzed as a mediator of innovative processes [12–14]. Customer knowledge integration and management was mostly viewed in the light of physical proximity [15, 16]. In the era of dominant online presence, the possibilities of physical interaction are limited. However, companies generate a huge amount of Big Data that can ensure competitive advantages [17, 18]. Nonetheless, to support the processes of external knowledge integration in such settings, we need to find efficient tools which would technically support and tackle the complexity of this problem. In this search, we assume predictive analytics being a sufficient technological tool to manage knowledge discovery processes [19].

Dwelling upon ACAP concept implementation outside the innovation field, considering previous studies in an interdisciplinary field [20, 21], this study examines the nature of ACAP in data-driven environment, and especially in cases when companies lack physical proximity with customers, yet can integrate customer knowledge generated from behavioral data. When we talk about ‘customer knowledge’, we refer to an analytical knowledge retrieved from data using predictive analytics. Cohen and Levinthal [9] highlighted that absorptive capacity rests on the prior knowledge and experience. With this in mind, this paper explores the peculiarities of prior experience and knowledge...
for building ACAP for sustaining analytical customer knowledge integration. Given this research aim, we pose the following research question: what is the nature of ACAP in data-driven environments? This study responds to the research question by analyzing the concept of ACAP in real-life context, analyzing eight case studies, that deal with customer integration through predictive analytics to a different extend. This paper contributes to the absorptive capacity theory and knowledge management by setting first foundations in extending the frontiers of ACAP.

The structure of the paper is as follows: first, theoretical foundations are presented to give an overview of previous findings in the field of customer integration, absorptive capacity, as well as potential and role of predictive analytics in knowledge generating processes; second, the research design and case study description are introduced; third, key empirical findings are presented; fourth, the peculiarities of absorptive capacity in given settings are discussed, followed by conclusions and implications.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Customer Knowledge

Building upon the role of external knowledge, customer knowledge, depending on the company and industry peculiarities, might appear one of the key sources of competitive advantage. In the recent decades businesses drastically shifted towards customer orientation [22], granting customers a role of co-innovator [23], new product co-developer [24–26], new service development [27, 28] or value co-creator [29, 30]. The fundamental premise, in this regard, underlies the significant innovative potential, located outside firm boundaries [31], where the customers carry the most innovative power as they possess a ‘need information’ [23]. However, in order to unveil this power, the knowledge from customers must transmit to a company.

Company-customer interaction processes are analyzed predominantly in the light of an open dialog [32], enabled by the peculiarities of B-to-B settings. In these settings, companies are searching for the most active customers who possess the greatest innovative power and are more likely to contribute to the company with their knowledge. These are known as lead users [33–35]. However, identification of lead users outside B-to-B settings is extremely challenging, and in some cases companies would benefit not from exceptional individual opinions but from overall customer input.

The role of customer and customer knowledge integration is particularly discussed in the area of e-businesses [36–38]. Yet, little research is done in the area of explication and integration of specific tacit insights, regarded by von Hippel [39] as ‘sticky information’. Besides customers limitations in articulating and communicating their needs with the companies, there are cases when knowledge is embedded in customer behavior and conventional methods fail to explicate it.

The development of the Internet opens up new possibilities for customer integration on a more practical level. Internet offers possibilities of learning about and from customers by observing their online behavior [40]. Much is said about integration of customers through social media applications and development of virtual communities and other online platforms, including e-commerce [41–43]. Such a practice requires a sufficient IT support to deal with a constantly increasing data pool, generating Big Data [18]. Companies, operating in B-to-C setting with a high exposure to online environment and variety of activities, face the significant challenge of managing customer involvement. On the other side, they (can) generate a significant amount of customer behavioral data which possesses great potential for decision-making processes [18]. Learning to uncover hidden potential in data, using specific techniques, becomes an increasing task for the companies. The main challenge for business is caused by significant involvement of technological side, where they might have limited expertise, as well as lack of openness towards change.

2.2. Predictive Analytics

Technological development set completely different rules for competition in terms of sustaining competitive advantage. In this vein, Davenport and Harris [19] shed the light on competing on analytics on a critically new strategic level. What is so special and crucial about business analytics? First of all, it is bound to the exponentially increasing amount of data generated via different sources. Some companies ignore it as being impeded by data complexity and diversity; while other recognize the potential of data and search for the tools which would technically support data generation, assessment and analysis processes. These companies benefit in terms of dominant knowledge about their customer needs, market trends, operational costs and supply chain as the role of coherent data management techniques [19, 44, 45].

Complexity of Big Data in business is tackled by a variety of applications, where business analytics plays a crucial role as it has a potential to sustain firm’s competitive advantage [46]. Business analytics is defined as “[…] an integration of disparate data sources from inside and outside the enterprise that are required to answer and act on forward-looking business questions tied to key business objectives” [47]. Business analytics differs with regard to the purposes it serves. Descriptive analytics, for example, is oriented to process historical data on the past events in a systematic way [48, 49]. On the contrary, predictive analytics (PA) addresses predominantly the question “why certain events happened and what can we learn from it?”: Siegel [50] defines predictive analytics as a “[…] technology that learns from experience (data) to predict the future behavior of individuals in order to drive better decisions”.

The advantages of PA are usually argued on generalized to decision-making processes in all the corporate areas [50, 51].
Scrupulous scrutiny indicated that less - if anything - was said about utilization of PA for customer knowledge integration. PA enables uncovering hidden patterns in customer behavioral data to manage customer input and improve product and service provisions [52]. Important to note, that technology per se does not sustain competitive advantage but understanding of its application, e.g. to sustain information flows, ensures value maximization [53]. Given the technological complexity of the issue, companies have to learn to integrate customers, using innovative technologies of data mining.

### 2.3. Absorptive Capacity

The concept of external idea generation was coined by Cohen and Levinthal [9] who defined “[...] the ability of a firm to recognize the value of new, external information, assimilate it, and apply it to commercial ends” as absorptive capacity. However, not only recognition but exploitation of external information is crucial for a company. Zahra and George [10] reconceptualized the absorptive capacity and defined it as dynamic capabilities of a firm to create knowledge in order to enhance other organizational capabilities and distinguish between potential and realized absorptive capacities, which are dependent on the organizational antecedents [54]. In this vein, Lane et al. [55] distinguished between three forms of learning - exploratory, transformative and exploitative - as processes which constitute absorptive capacity. Building upon this debate, Lichtenthaler and Lichtenthaler [11] developed a unified knowledge management capacities framework where absorptive capacity stands for external knowledge exploration capabilities.

Absorptive capacity as an ability to integrate new information is dependent on the previous firm experience and knowledge [9]. However, not only these but also types of knowledge determine absorptive capacity [56]. The related study addressed this dependencies in the scope of international expansion, identifying areas of experience which influence ACAP and, respectively, foreign market knowledge [57]. Absorptive capacity is predominantly seen as a mediator of certain processes in the company, impact of external knowledge on innovation performance and firm performance [58, 59], impact of prior experience on utilization of external market knowledge [57], research activities and search for innovation [60, 61]. The limitations of absorptive capacity in the context of business intelligence were identified and challenged by Gonzalez and Muina [62]. In this vein, they coined the concept ‘smart absorptive capacity’ to highlight those peculiarities of absorptive capacity, given the technological environment. The explorative research-in-progress on big data analytics in the context of building absorptive capacity was offered by Liu [63] who asserts the positive impact of Big Data analytics on absorptive capacity, yet empirical observation and confirmation of hypotheses is to follow.

The moderating role of ACAP is enabling innovative processes by customer integration in the context of knowledge-intensive companies has been addressed by Ryzhkova and Pesämaa [64], indicating that knowledge of customer preferences contributes to firm innovativeness. In case of companies operating online and having limited possibilities of direct customer input, new approaches to manage customer knowledge are required [17]. Referring to postulates of Cohen and Levinthal [9] on the role of prior knowledge in building ACAP, we assume that this will apply not only to prior experience in customer involvement but also technology management. With this in mind, we take a further step into observing the nature of ACAP in data-driven environments.

### 3. Methodology

This research aims to explore the frontiers of absorptive capacity and learning from customers, overcoming the limitations of limited physical proximity to customers in online businesses. Although the concept of ACAP offers a comprehensive explanation of the knowledge generation processes, resting on the premises of prior knowledge and experience, in the given settings no research has been done. To address this research gap, we start by reviewing the previous research in the field; but as the comprehensive foundation for building a conceptual framework is missing, we quite early proceed to the empirical findings. Such a research design rests on abductive research approach, which gives us the opportunity to learn from the empirical scene and contrast the findings against the previous existing works in the realm of ACAP.

Preliminary observation indicated tentative assumptions on the existing limitation of absorptive capacity in the settings of technological development. In this vein, research design calls for interactive models to allow the flexibility of encountering contextual factors, influencing the research design through the whole study [65].

Given the novelty of the research settings, the research applies the principles of a qualitative study what offers the freedom of exploring the frontiers of the ACAP in the data-driven environments. Lack of possible interaction with customers to receive specific feedback or engage in direct interaction for improving the product or service, pushes towards exploitation of new ways of customer engagement. This problem description is oftentimes formulated at the business side, yet solutions here are difficult to find – what leads to limitations of customer integration and, respectively, managing customer knowledge. At the same time, the parallel development of data technologies offers the possibilities to crystallize valuable insights hidden in raw data, for example, on customer behavior etc. Building upon the research on the business problems and available technological solutions, this study takes a first step towards integrating these fields to address the peculiarities of...
integration of external customer knowledge through building ACAP.

Research on the customer integration and the processes of knowledge management is bound and influenced by the peculiarities of industry and business model settings. To cover contextual conditions where the learning from customers takes place, a case study was applied as a research strategy [66].

To identify the changing nature of ACAP, we have conducted five case studies (Table 1) to observe how these companies manage the integration of external customer knowledge in the scope of limited proximity to their customers. This study addresses ACAP as a complex and dynamic construct that is affected by the internal firm processes and logic of conducting business. Building upon the case studies evidence, the research aims to observe how companies position the role of customer in their company, as well as how they utilize potential of technological advances for overcoming limitations of direct customer communication. In this case we refer to customer integration using the means of data science. Since this is a first approach to address this research problem in such settings, we do not limit case selection by narrow industry, age or company type criteria. On the contrary, we studied companies from different sectors and different maturity level to get a broader picture on how companies manage customer knowledge using analytics technologies. This appears to be a limitation of the study but it will offer the first foundation to further in-depth research in more specific settings.

As the research process evolved, the study, which is related to the technology field, called for an integration of technology experts to ensure a more comprehensive and coherent conclusions and implications in a technological perspective. For that purpose, three case studies with a full technological perspective were included to eliminate biases of business perspectives on the researched issues and increase the quality of research [67]. Further, for ensuring research quality through increasing data input quality, both primary and secondary data was included into the cases development process [68]. Primary data was collected through conducting interviews with companies’ managers, focusing on what is the role of customers for their companies, and how they utilize customer behavioral data. To ensure the integrity of the respondents, all the company names were anonymized.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service companies</th>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Business life cycle stage</th>
<th>Experience in customer integration</th>
<th>Experience in analytics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case study 1</td>
<td>finance</td>
<td>mature</td>
<td>shift towards customer-oriented company</td>
<td>satisfactory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case study 2</td>
<td>energy</td>
<td>mature</td>
<td>limited</td>
<td>limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case study 3</td>
<td>e-commerce</td>
<td>growth</td>
<td>limited efforts are done</td>
<td>limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case study 4</td>
<td>healthcare</td>
<td>start-up</td>
<td>customer-centered company</td>
<td>significantly rely on analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case study 5</td>
<td>public sector</td>
<td>start-up</td>
<td>significantly rely on customer knowledge</td>
<td>significantly rely on analytics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Empirical Findings

4.1. Where Are Your Customers: Empirical Evidence from the Case Studies

Despite the extensive debate in the literature and praxis on the role of customers and their importance for improving firm performance, differences in understanding and managing customer input were evident in the scope of this research. A customer-centric approach to managing business processes is especially typical for service companies [69]. Yet, even in such specific settings, there tend to be a great deviation in understanding the value and role of customer knowledge.

Customer role differs across industries and companies, resulting in proactive and reactive firm’s attitude towards the integration of customer knowledge. Even though customer knowledge opens new possibilities for the companies to improve their performance, in many cases, customer input remains ‘optional’ for majority of companies, especially mature. Established in the time of limited possibilities of managing customer involvement and knowledge on a broad scale, such companies have deeply established strategies and processes of running business for the customers, not with the customers. Important to emphasize that lack of customer involvement does not mean instantaneous company fail but it impedes improvements in company’s performance. Such a conclusion appeared evident through the case studies 1 and 2, which operate at the market more than 20 years indicated limited focus on customer input. They claimed the recognition of a changing customer role. However, going through this change by themselves requires the implementation of significant change process - not everyone, including top management, is ready for that:

“Not a single leader in the company was eager to use the customer knowledge in such a way that it would impact our behaviour. I think we simply need more people in the company who are aware of the scope, process and benefits that customer knowledge brings to the company to be able to use it” (Case 2).

This observation might lead to the conclusion that these companies are less customer-oriented due to their mature and well-established business models, determined by a long time at the market. However, this conclusion is challenged by the findings from case study 3. The e-commerce company could be among those that should benefit the most from customer behavior. Such companies tend to generate knowledge on customer purchasing behavior which is a source of understanding customer needs and future market trends. Companies from this sector indicate high level of analytics adoption for managing data. Furthermore, company 3 is relatively new which leads to the conclusion on proactive customer integration, drawing upon the age and sector. However, the findings come at odd as this company indicated very limited customer integration, referring not only to the current actions but also general attitude. This company, however, indicated understanding of customer input for improving services and firm performance in general. To address it, some steps were undertaken in the company, however, it is led by the external market pressure (looking that other companies in the sector are doing it) rather than internal intrinsic motivation to improve firm performance by managing customer knowledge input:

“Suddenly our competitors are ahead of us.... but it might be already too late” (Case 3).

Findings from this case, contrasted against the findings from cases 1 and 2, lead to the conclusion that it is not the age but organizational culture and initial positioning in business model what determines the role of customer for a company. This conclusion was also evident throughout all the case studies, including all the experts.

“I think it [need for making changes in a company towards customer integration] has changed a lot and it all
started with new senior leadership which understood that and who pushed that down to the teams” (Case 1).

New ventures indicated different approach and attitude in managing customer knowledge, referring to cases 4 and 5. These companies build customer-centric business models while implementing active customer integration. Initially these firms are looking for the ways to maximize customer value by implementing innovative ways of problem solving which could not be done using conventional methods. Thus, strong customer focus is not dependent on the initial business process organization, neither it is impeded by a firm age; the main reason is rooted in firm’s intention, vision of the future and means to achieve business goals. These companies indicated completely different understanding of customer knowledge which is hidden in behavioral data:

“Those guys having problems with customer engagement, so they want to engage more customers, they want to learn more from the customers” (Case 4).

To unfold this potential, they look for and apply technologies for addressing this challenge. All the processes in such companies are aligned with customer orientation and solving the problems in a way that was impossible to manage, using conventional methods and approaches. Thus, these companies place customer knowledge integration into the center of their business models.

4.2. Role of Predictive Analytics in Managing Customer Knowledge Integration

Peculiarity of current business processes are determined by increasing role of online activities. Even classical brick-and-mortar companies increase their online presence to meet the changing market trends. Interesting to ask about the intention of online presence: do they have to, because customers are there or do they want because they recognized the potential offered by online-based processes? We cannot find a single answer, neither makes a generalization. The reasoning differs among the companies. Mature companies are rather pushed by the technological development. This was confirmed by the data experts as well.

Internet was predominantly used by the companies for rendering their services or as sales platform. However, in the recent times the new trend penetrated business environment. This was coined by the concepts of Big Data and analytics [70]. The overarching idea implies that any online activity is traceable, and if properly managed, offers the great possibilities to enhance decision-making and business process, to sustain competitive advantage.

The parallel development of data processing technologies has a great tendency of early penetration of areas where no other techniques can be applied. Technological development already offers very efficient tools and approaches for extracting information and learning from data.

“These companies, they need to be looking into these kind of things [data and analytics] because the time they have until the next tipping point of innovation and they miss it. If these companies don’t look into the future when they are in a fast living environment, they are out of the business quicker than they can see” (Analytics expert 1).

This aspect leads to the tentative firm classification: those that initially develop their business model around solving certain business problem, heavily relying on data and analytics; and those with traditional approach that find data utilization and all the underlying processes as outlying. Analysis of companies’ dominant logic regarding customer integration alongside with the attitude and efforts towards predictive analytics implementation revealed some interesting patterns and dependencies. Some companies (e.g. case studies 4 and 5) build the whole their business model around utilization of data which is great source of customer input, especially in cases when any physical interaction with customers is not possible. In many cases, customers have difficulties articulating what they want or need. However, there are cases where articulation of certain behavioral traits is hardly possible, yet they hold great valuable information.

For medical institution, to draw conclusions about health condition of certain patients and make recommendation, it requires close interaction with those patients:

“You use the wearable so you can track your physical activity, you can see your heart rate but, as we see it and we believe in it, the wearable is not there to interact with it, the wearable is there to do things for you. It should assist you” (Case 4)

Thus, customer knowledge is becoming the core aspect in the business model and brings customer interaction and involvement to a new level. This type of knowledge, however, is extremely difficult to extract and assimilate, as it rooted in the subconscious behavior. For example, every person takes medications in a way determined by own life-style, occupation, temper etc. Moreover, they do not even follow or can verbally express when and how they take medications, what behavioral or external factors determine this process. This makes such information on customer behavior extremely ‘sticky’, as coined by von Hippel [39]. Peculiarity of such information calls for the techniques to extract this information, process it and make it ready for utilization. Analytics, as a tool for generating insights from the data which was difficult or impossible to extract earlier, strikes the potential of tackling information ‘stickiness’.

Interestingly enough that new ventures that build their business models around analytics and data utilization, do not explicitly indicate information ‘stickiness’ and unveiling its value as the main motivation behind their businesses. Moreover, their definition of business goals and objectives is highly dependent and goes along with the alignment of analytics goals. It makes the analytics being integrated into business models and firm dominant logic, shaping the respective business processes with regard to business and
analytics needs:

“It [predictive analytics utilization] is rather depending on the business culture of the company: how open are they to try new things, how open are they into going to cumulative risks” (Analytics expert 2).

In this vein, the customer integration through the utilization of behavioral data differs from mature companies. These companies tend to be bound to business objectives defined years ago with regard to the market needs and demands at that time. Besides the limited experience and competences in customer integration, mature companies are hindered by the lack of technology competences in regard with data analysis. The researched companies did not have previous experience of data utilization for any other purpose in the company, thus it was evident that this poses barriers towards building customer analytical knowledge. Dwelling on this, companies face difficulties seeing data analytics as a tool for managing customer integration. This logic applies to the other perspective as well: lack of proactive approach towards customer integration hinders probing the data techniques as a way to enhance customer knowledge management.

Differently looks the situation for the companies residing on the side of extensive data experience (cases 4 and 5). Peculiarity of these companies is that they understand the potential of data, alongside with principles of data mining, and shape of possible outcome. With this in mind, they look for business problems which would benefit more from the data utilization:

“We are working for something like prescriptive analytics for politicians. So, it’s like predictive analytics but we also suggest what they want to do, based on the data we gather” (Case 5).

Companies with extensive experience in technological sphere stand out in their way of customer integration. In this case, predictive analytics not just improves customer input; it initially sets it at a different level where customer knowledge, generated by predictive analytics, is the main input for service rendering. Concluding upon the aspects of customer knowledge and the role of analytics in facilitating knowledge creation and assimilation, we could see the dependencies between managing customer knowledge effectively and analytics (technological) capabilities.

5. Towards Building ‘Two-sided Absorptive Capacity’

It has been observed that learning from the customers and establishment of efficient processes of external knowledge generation and assimilation is connected to the firm experience in both spheres. This empirical finding conforms the ideas of Cohen and Levinthal [9] who state that absorptive capacity rests on the prior knowledge and experience. In case of building sufficient systems of managing customer knowledge, the ability to generate this knowledge is challenged by the peculiarities of its locus. This knowledge is tacit by nature, articulated through customer behavior only. This calls for techniques and tools to explicate this knowledge. We have already introduced predictive analytics as one of the technologies of extracting knowledge from behavioral customer data.

In most cases, customer integration is regarded in a conscious way. Customers are asked for an input through face-to-face interaction (mostly possible in B-to-B settings) or encouraged to share their experience through online applications, like social media etc. All this implies that customers should be motivated and interested in sharing their experience which is eventually difficult to generate, process and assimilate in a consistent manner. In this study, however, we refer to the businesses that have no possibilities of direct customer integration, and cannot benefit from any form of customer feedback due to the peculiarity of their business model. It calls for utilization of ways to gain customer knowledge without ‘asking’ customers for cooperation. Realizing that behavioral data is granulated customer knowledge, such companies have a possibility for passive, subconscious customer integration. Eventually, customers get customized offerings without any special effort, while companies increase customer satisfaction, thus customer retention and firm performance. This, however, is ensured only if both - attitude towards customer knowledge integration and analytics potential - are aligned and strategically utilized.

Referring to the theoretical foundations of absorptive capacity and the ability to manage external knowledge flows [9, 10, 58], we can conclude that analytical customer knowledge integration, articulated in data, depends on the previous experience in customer integration. Although in this case we rather refer to passive customer integration, yet we observed that any experience in customer integration, regardless its type and strategies applied, has a positive impact on the ability to generate customer knowledge from behavioral data. We infer that absorptive capacity depends not only on prior experience and knowledge but also on the openness and desire to gain this knowledge. It is critical for the given problems settings that is characterized by significant barriers towards external knowledge integration, caused by the lack of customer proximity, difficulties to explicate knowledge from data and, at the first place, recognize the potential of such customer behavioral data. These all require certain dominant logic towards new strategies and approaches of external knowledge integration, which were not utilized earlier [71]. Such prerequisite towards building absorptive capacity is particularly difficult to achieve in mature companies with well-established dominant logic and perceptions of certain issues, like the role of customers. These companies are less likely to recognize the role of knowledge hidden in behavioral customer data, being hindered by a lack of experience coupled with low risk tolerance.

Absorptive capacity as a prerequisite for external
customer knowledge generation from data utilizing predictive analytics, in every observed case, appeared to be dependent on the prior technological experience. Prior experience in business intelligence practices accelerates adoption of advanced analytics techniques. At this point it is important to emphasize, that only prior experience in analytics not any technological tool (e.g. Microsoft EXCEL) had positive impact on building absorptive capacity. In fact, companies that used Microsoft EXCEL for managing customer data were convinced that their approach is sufficient enough and were reluctant to recognition of potential of predictive analytics for knowledge discoveries.

Furthermore, prior experience in analytics had greater impact on building absorptive capacity than previous customer integration experience. Thus, companies with comprehensive competences in analytics demonstrate greater results in developing business models for maximizing their absorptive capacity.

In this vein, new ventures that rest on comprehensive analytics skills and competences bring the processes of external knowledge integration and building absorptive capacity to a new level. Instead of ‘fitting’ these processes into existing company structure and building absorptive capacity within these borders, these companies maximize the utilization of analytics specifically for addressing the problem, for instance, customer knowledge integration, thus increasing their absorptive capacity. However, regardless the comprehension level, the dependency of absorptive capacity on prior analytical experience was evident in all the cases.

Departing from the concept ‘smart absorptive capacity’ by Gonzalez and Muina [62], we identified that ability to learn from the external information, e.g. from customers, and generate analytic knowledge is also dependent on predictive analytics absorptive capacity. The very specific settings of online presence and learning from passive customer involvement, define the double impact on absorptive capacity: (I) to recognize and integrate knowledge from customer, while (II) resting on the ability to integrate and build advanced analytics competence. Building upon the role of prior knowledge and experience [9], we identified these would apply simultaneously to customer integration processes, as well as analytics experiences. In other words, none of these issues independently contribute to building absorptive capacity. This inference reshapes the nature of absorptive capacity towards crystallization of two dimensions of absorptive capacity, related to customer integration and analytics. Thus, we coin this notion as ‘two-sided absorptive capacity’ which is more applicable for analyzing external knowledge integration in data-intensive environments. The antecedents and dependencies of absorptive capacity are presented below (Figure 1).

The first findings, confirming the positive impact of customer relationship and technology capacities on firm performance were introduced by Tzokas et al. [20]. In case of data-driven environments, these findings are also evident; however, they indicated peculiar nature. Although, technological capability is critical, it cannot be separated from customer integration competences, as it loses its value if not aligned with the company business goals and dominant logic. The case of building absorptive capacity in data-driven customer knowledge integration indicated elevated interconnectedness and dependencies between different types of prior experiences and their derivation from firm dominant logic. Firm dominant logic was a reason for current state of customer integration and implementation of new ways of its enhancement.

![Figure 1. ‘Two-sided absorptive capacity’](image-url)
6. Conclusions

This paper explores the concept of absorptive capacity developed by Cohen and Levinthal [9] in the data-driven environments. Dwelling on this peculiarity of absorptive capacity, new technological improvements are triggered by already existing practice in certain domain. Besides technological, there are other dimensions of these issues, namely experience in specific practices of customer involvement for driving external knowledge assimilation. Companies which are driven by the need of customer involvement and accumulated significant experience in this regard might be more active in recognizing value and adopting technological tools.

While analyzing eight case studies, we were able to observe striving peculiarities in building absorptive capacity. Build upon these, this study extends the concept of absorptive capacity in given settings and introduces the concept ‘two-sided absorptive capacity’. This notion aims to address the generalization of absorptive capacity on prior knowledge and experience, by explicating the two areas where these are critical. Its importance is rooted in the need to highlight the significant role of analytics knowledge and competences in managing external knowledge and enhancing customer integration in a way that is limited by lack of direct interaction.

This study has a few limitations, though. The research is based on the eight case studies which limits the generalizability of the findings. Besides, since this study takes a first step towards observing the concepts of learning from customers and absorptive capacity in data-driven settings, the case study selection does not follow very specific criteria but rather embraces a wide spectrum of firm peculiarities in order to set the borders of the researched constructs. Further studies could be done by addressing specific industries, firm age (mature or new ventures) and business models innovation to embrace data potential and constructs. Further studies could be done by addressing specific industries, firm age (mature or new ventures) and business models innovation to embrace data potential and complexities, as well as the role of firm dominant logic for the purpose of enhancing external knowledge utilization.

This study offers both theoretical and empirical implications. As for the former, this research extends the concept of absorptive capacity, proving that in certain settings have a great impact on constructs and their dependencies in case of building absorptive capacities. As for latter, managers, while aiming to enhance integration of customer knowledge, are recommended to simultaneously address the technological (analytics) aspects. Building absorptive capacity to integrate customer knowledge rests on the understanding the role of analytics in retrieving customer knowledge from behavioral data. This calls for strategies that would tackle the interdependency of customer integration issues with the utilization of predictive analytics tools.
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